
Core Strength for Runners and Walkers 
 
Strengthen your core muscles, and you'll run smoother and faster, with fewer injuries (plus a taut 

set of abs is always nice!). 

Runners recognize importance of building a stronger cardiovascular system and stronger legs, but 

often runners mistakenly place less emphasis on core training.  

A mechanical structure is only as good as its weakest link, and weak core muscles can lead to 

injuries and wasted effort during a run. 

Our core is not just our stomach; its the total mid-section, including back and hips. Often, we are 

imbalanced in our core strength, and that imbalance leads to problems. 

Take your pelvic area, for example. Mark Fidel, the director of Sports Medicine Institute, says 

"When your pelvis is not aligned properly while you run, you become prone to injury. You can get 

hamstring pulls, Achilles problems, and lower-back pain." 

Which is why you need strong core muscles to keep your pelvis right where it's supposed to be. A 

well-balanced core also improves your running economy, resulting in faster times, greater 

distances, and increased enjoyment. 

Jack Daniels, Ph.D., exercise physiologist for the Nike Farm Team, says "The stronger your core, 

the more solid you are as you hit the ground. That reduces your need for unnecessary 

stabilization, and allows you to be a more economical runner." 

However, standard exercises like crunches and sit-ups are very hard on the lower back, putting 

tremendous pressure on the discs. 

Perhaps more importantly, the lower back isn’t really meant to move all that much. It has a 

certain amount of forward and backward bending, but that’s about it. 

In fact, the smartest and most renowned spinal researchers in the world are coming to one key 

conclusion in their studies:You don’t need to move the lower back; you need to stabilize it! 

One of the biggest issues with standard crunches and sit-ups is that they only train the core in 

one plane of movement. With this workout, you’re going to be training your core in every plane of 

movement, hitting literally every muscle in your core. 

The 18 minute core workout that follows is designed to help you develop a strong and stable core. 

Try to do this routine three times a week, on non-consecutive days. 

Front Planks train the rectus abdominus and external obliques. This is also a functional position for 

movement and life, as many of the tasks you’ll perform on a daily basis require you to hold a 

neutral position through your core and lower back. 

Side Planks develop not only the external obliques, but a big muscle on both sides of your back 

called your quadratus lumborum, critical for stability in side-to-side motions. 

Mountain Climbers when done correctly with the hips down and the spine in neutral, they will not 

only toast your abs but also develop your hip flexors to a high degree. Weak hip flexors (and 

especially the psoas) can cause issues with muscle tension in the outer hip and front of the thigh. 

The Birddog Isometric (ISO) Hold trains all the small stabilizing muscles around your spine. 

Muscles like the multifidi, rotatores, transverse abdominus, etc. don’t get much attention but 

they’re critical for long-term spine health. The key on birddogs is to focus on staying as stable as 

possible! Make sure only your arm and/or legs move, and nothing else. 

The Dead Bug is a long-lost exercise that is coming back en vogue. Like the front plank it trains 

the rectus abdominus and external obliques, but in a slightly different fashion. Perhaps most 

importantly this exercise teaches you to control your rib and pelvic position, which is going to give 

you better body control, posture and alignment. 

Wall Press Abs are an awesome exercise because they not only smoke your core but re-train your 

breathing patterns as well. Getting deep, diaphragmatic breaths is critical for optimal health. If 

you improve the function of your diaphragm you’ll have less stress and anxiety, sleep better, and 

flat out feel better as well. 



 

Progressive Core Workout 
 

 
Alternate between 60 seconds of work and 20 seconds of rest for 6 rounds 

followed by a 1 minute rest period. Each cycle is progressively challenging. 

Perform up to 3 cycles. 
 

 
Cycle 1 

Modified Front Plank on knees or with hands elevated 
Modified Side Plank on knees or with hands elevated L/R 

Mountain Climber Hold with hands elevated L/R 
Bird Dog - Arms 

Dead Bug - Arms 
Wall Press Abs - Feet Down 

 
Cycle 2 

Front Plank  
Side Plank L/R 

Mountain Climber Hold L/R 

Bird Dog - Legs 
Dead Bug - Legs 

Wall Press Abs - Feet Up Single Leg 
 

Cycle 3 

Front Plank Feet Elevated on step or wall 

Side Plank L/R Feet Elevated on step or wall 
Mountain Climber Hold L/R Feet Elevated on step or wall 

Bird Dog - Opposite Arms and Legs 
Dead Bug - Opposite Arms and Legs 

Wall Press Abs - Feet Up Double Leg 
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